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Abstract

Colorectal cancers (CRC) are a common cancer globally. The commonest symptoms were rectal bleeding (57%), pain (44%), and altered bowel
habits (26%). Thirteen percent of the patients had signet ring tumors. The CEA (Carcinoembryonic antigen) level estimation in patient serum
commonly perform, surgery is a backbone of treatment unless until contraindicating factors are present after surgery tissue specimen required
to send for not only histopathological studies rather also to look for tumor Immunohistochemistry studies in order to plan colorectal cancer
very well directed chemotherapy according to its receptor as well as genetic or epigenetic alterations in BRAF, K-RAS, MMR , Most patients
had localized or locally advanced disease. Twenty-eight percent of the patients had metastatic disease with liver being the commonest site of
metastases (14%) followed by peritoneum and lung. More than half of the patients received treatment with a curative intent. Colorectal cancer in
India differs from that described in the Western countries. We had more young patients, higher proportion of signet ring carcinomas, and more
patients presenting with an advanced stage.
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Introduction
Colorectal cancer’’’, commonly known as ‘’’colon cancer’’’ or
‘’’bowel cancer’’’, is a cancer from uncontrolled cell growth in
the Colon anatomy, Colon or rectum parts of the large intestine,
or in the vermiform appendix, appendix Genetic analysis shows
that essentially colon and rectal tumours are genetically the same
cancer. Symptoms of colorectal cancer typically include Lower
gastrointestinal bleeding rectal bleeding and anaemia which are
sometimes associated with weight loss and changes in bowel
habits. Genetics of colorectal cancer is the family history in
two or more Degree of relationship first-degree relatives have a
two to threefold greater risk of disease and this group accounts
for about 20% of all cases. A number of genetic syndromes are
also associated with higher rates of colorectal cancer. The most
common of these is hereditary nonpolyposis colorectal cancer
(HNPCC or Lynch syndrome) which is present in about 3% of
people with colorectal cancer. Other syndromes that are strongly
associated include: Gardner syndrome. Most deaths due to colon
cancer are associated with metastatic disease. A gene that appears
to contribute to the potential for metastatic disease – metastasisassociated in colon cancer-1 – has been isolated [1-4].
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Greater than 75-95% of colon cancer may occurs in people
with little or no genetic risk other risk factors include older
age, male gender, high intake of fat, alcohol or red meat, obesity,
smoking and a lack of physical exercise Approximately 10% of
cases are linked to insufficient activity, In colorectal cancers
mutational alteration However, by comparison, are frequent and
affect hundreds of genes. For instance, there are types of small
RNAs called micro RNAs that s are about 22 nucleotides long.
These micro RNAs (or miRNAs) do not code for proteins, but they
can “target” protein coding genes and reduce their expression.
Expression of these miRNAs can be Epigenetics epigenetically
altered. As one example, the epigenetic alteration consisting of
CpG island methylation of the DNA sequence encoding miR-137
reduces its expression, and this is a frequent early epigenetic event
in colorectal carcinogenesis, occurring in 81% of colon cancers
and in 14% of the normal appearing colonic mucosa adjacent to
the cancers. The altered adjacent tissues associated with these
cancers are called Neoplasm Field defects in progression to cancer
field defects [6-8].
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Colorectal Cancer Genetics Epigenetic alterations are much
more frequent in colon cancer than genetic causes Colorectal
Cancer have increased β-catenin because of mutations in β-catenin
(CTNNB1) that block its degradation, or they have mutation(s)
in other genes with function analogous to APC such as AXIN1,
AXIN2, TCF7L2, or Naked cuticle 1NKD Beyond the defects in the
Wnt-APC-beta-catenin signaling pathway, other mutations must
occur for the cell to become cancerous. The p53 protein, produced
by the ‘’TP53’’ gene, normally monitors cell division and apoptosis
kills cells if they have DNA pathway defects. Eventually, a cell line
acquires a mutation in the ‘’TP53’’ gene and transforms the tissue
from an adenoma into an invasive carcinoma. Other apoptotic
proteins commonly deactivated in colorectal cancers are TGF-β
and DCC Deleted in Colorectal Cancer. TGF-β has a deactivating
mutation in at least half of colorectal cancers. Sometimes TGF-β
is not deactivated, but a downstream protein named SMAD
(protein) SMAD is commonly has Deletion (genetics)|deletion
of its chromosome segment in colorectal cancer Some genes
are oncogenes they are overexpressed in colorectal cancer. For
example, genes encoding the proteins K RAS, C-Raf RAF, and PI3K,
which normally stimulate the cell to divide in response to growth
factors, can acquire mutations that result in over-activation of cell
proliferation. The chronological order of mutations is sometimes
important, with a primary KRAS mutation generally leading to a
self-limiting. Hyperplastic or borderline lesion, but if occurring
after a previous APC mutation it often progresses to cancer. A
tumor suppressor, normally inhibits PI3K, but can sometimes
become mutated and deactivated [9,10].

Discussion
Colorectal cancers divided on basis of immunohistochemistry
reorts in three molecular subtypes on expression levels of EMT
(Epethialial, Mesenchymal transition) these three molecular
subtypes are , Epithelial subtype, Mesenchymal subtype, and
Hybrid subtype. The epithelial subtype of colorectal cancers are
E cadherine positive , Nuclear enzyme β Catenin positive but
negative for vimentin these subtypes of colorectal cancers are
having less propensity for regional lymphnode involvement as
well as these tumor subtypes having low mitotic rate in view of
these features these subtypes of colorectal cancers having good
prognosis , However contrary to that Mesenchymal subtypes
of colorectal cancers are negative for Ecadharin , negative for
βcatenin but are positive for vimentin they shows higher rate
of mitosis higher N/C ratio along higher propensity for regional
lymphnode involvement henceforth shows poor prognosis.
On Immunohistochemistry examination and studies, we look
for these common genetic and epigenetic alterations these are
MMR, BRAF, K-RAS mutations, MMR ( Mismatch repair ) proteins
are a nuclear enzyme which participates in repair of base –base
mismatch that occurs during DNA replications (among 9 to 10
percent colorectal cancer cases) refer to given below figure A
during tumor cells proliferations. MMR genetic mutatations can
occurs as as result of DNA hypermethylation, germline mutations
(most common),or by somatic mutations and unknown reasons in
very few cases (Figure 1).

Figure 1: MMR genetic alteration in colorectal cancers.

BRAF mutations explain very poor prognosis of colorectal
cancer patients median survival just limited up to one years of
these colorectal cancer patients, BRAF is basically Protooncogene
BRAF mutations have been found among 7 to 10 percent of
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colorectal cancers furthermore noticed BRAF mutations more
commonly associated with right side of colonic cancers and less
common with left side descending colonic cancers along with the
exhibits higher rate of mitosis, higher N/C ratio , higher grade of
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histology , higher content of mucin in tumor along more commonly
associated with peritoneal metastasis in view of all above features,
makes the prognosis of BRAF mutant colorectal patients very poor
outcome of disease. RAS, there are three Isoform of this gene in
human out three K-RAS is being most commonly associated with
many cancers in human K-RAS mutation found 17to 25 percent
among different cancers but in case of Colorectal cancers K-RAS
mutations with altered genes found in 30 to 40 percent cases,
K-RAS mutation in colorectal cancers have been associated with
poor survival and increased tumor aggressiveness.

Adjuvant Chemotherapy as per Molecular profile of
colorectal cancer
Patient those having KRAS positive and having left sided colonic
cancer ESMO suggests FOLFOX plus ANTI EGFR ( Cetuximab)
provides good results, however if patients is KRAS positive
but having right side of colonic cancer ESMO suggests FOLFIRI
plus ANTI VEGF (Bevasuzimab) for good results, for metastatic
colorectal cancer with KRAS positive wild type recommended
chemotherapy is Cetuximab plus FOLFOX chemotherapy, BRAF
Mutant patients recommended treatment is FOLFIRI plus ANTI
VEGF.

Conclusion

The last half decade of CRC research has produced an
important number of results. In order to personalize the
treatment for CRC patients it is necessary to understand its
natural history and malignant genesis mechanisms that help
the disease progress. Unique biological signature of CRC can be
distinguished by identifying biomarkers expression. Several
markers have shown potential, Individualized approach studies
based on particular disease characteristics will pave the way for
personalized medicine. For each disease stage apart, therapeutic
management based on biomarkers testing results will allow
better use of health care resources and may relieve the patient of
unworthy procedures.
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